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ITALIAN 1920S SILVER GILT SINGLE URN SHAPED LAMP ON PAINTED BASE,
US WIRED

$595
An Italian silver gilt urn shaped table lamp from circa 1920 on green painted base. This Italian silver gilt table lamp, dating back

to around 1920, is a striking fusion of timeless elegance and artistic craftsmanship. Its exquisite urn-shaped design exudes
sophistication and classic charm, making it a remarkable addition to any interior. The lamp's silver gilt finish, accented by

beautiful linear handles and delicate fluting on the belly, showcases exceptional attention to detail. These ornate elements lend
an air of opulence to the piece, evoking the grandeur of a bygone era. Mounted on a green-painted base, the lamp exhibits a

harmonious balance between the silver gilt urn and its supporting structure. This combination of carved wood and vibrant color
adds depth and character to the overall composition. Thoughtfully rewired for use in the USA, this lamp is not just a decorative
item; it's a functional source of illumination. Its warm, ambient light can grace your living room, casting a soft, inviting glow, or

adorn a bedroom as a bedside companion. The lamp's back, painted rather than gilt, makes it ideally suited for placement
against a wall, where its radiant beauty can be fully appreciated. Its presence is sure to captivate and inspire conversation

among admirers of art and design. This Italian silver gilt table lamp is more than a lighting fixture; it's a statement piece that
elevates the aesthetic of any space. Its timeless allure transcends trends, ensuring that it harmonizes effortlessly with a range of

interior styles, from traditional to eclectic.

Height: 13.5 in (34.29 cm)

Width: 5.75 in (14.61 cm)

Depth: 4.25 in (10.8 cm)

SKU: A 4780
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